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A: The fact that you have a space after $i = "?[" can be
telling... The three-letter code you're mentioning is not a
standard character, so I cannot interpret it. "?" [] $ ( )
indicate the beginning of an array, while "*" ${ } indicate the
beginning of a substitution command. The backtick ` ` is the
escape character. You said you saw it only when printing to a
file, but you did not give enough context to determine if the
file was binary or ASCII. ...I know there is a space after the
question mark... Also, it is sometimes possible to escape
certain control characters using backslash. As an example,
HTML encoding (``) can be double-escaped to `<>`. Instead
of using "?[" $ i = "?[" try "?[" "i" "=" "i";" which could be a
legitimate example of "escape character". And don't forget
that % is a special character in Matlab. It's widely used for
concatenation and range handling. You need to double-
escape it, either `"% "` or `'% %'`. That said, you can double-
escape everything in Matlab except for? because that is a
reserved symbol. For extra credit, here are some other
escape characters: ? = '?' : = ':' ! = '!=' -- = '--' ... = '...' + =
'+=' | = '|=' - = '-' ^ = '^=' == = '==' / = '/=' = '>=' > =
'>>=' >>> = '>>>=' and = 'and=' ang = 'ang=' clo =
'clo=' or = 'or=' org = 'org=' And here are some characters
that cannot be escaped, because they are part of the syntax
of certain programming languages: ` = '` ' = ' 1. Technical
Field The present invention relates to a control device for a
direct-injection type engine, and particularly to a control
device for a direct-injection type engine, which can reduce
engine oil temperature and simultaneously achieve high fuel
economy. 2. Background
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